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Applied Mathematics
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Welcome
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Keys



Key Messages 

Core to the specification is a non-linear 

approach which will promote the 

making of connections between 

various learning outcomes.

Strand 1 is the unifying strand and 

emphasises the importance of utilising 

mathematical modelling across all 

learning outcomes.

Applied Mathematics is rooted in 

authentic problems as a context for 

learning about the application of 

Mathematics.
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Accessing prior knowledge through the 

use of active learning will help students 

construct connections between old 

and new knowledge. 



Overview of Professional Development and Supports 

Year 1

2 X 

National 

Seminars

1 X PLC

2 X 

Webinars

Year 3

3 X National 

Seminars

2 X PLCs

1 X Webinar

1 X 

Technology 

Workshop
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Teacher sharing of experiences

What did you/your students enjoy 
the most from engaging with the 
specification to date?

In your group, introduce yourself, 
saying something about your teaching 
experience to date and your school. 
Consider one or more of the pre-
prepared questions on your tables.
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Investigating Strand 3 
learning outcomes in Work 
and Energies



By the end of this session you will have:
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Explored the use of effective questioning in relation to 

student work.

Explored pedagogical approaches that might give you an insight 

into student learning/understanding.



In groups, 
● discuss the energies that students 

might consider could come into play 
in order for the bell to ring.

● consider what factors students will 
assume come into play.

What exchange of energies come to mind in 
order to make the bell ring in this image?

“Solve dynamic problems 

involving conservation of 

energy”

Specification p. 20

Student Led Enquiry
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Feedback from Groups
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How would you interpret this two 
dimensional representation of the model?

Student Led Enquiry
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Consider what causes the ‘puck’ 
(‘dinger’) to strike the bell?

Can this concept be investigated or 
replicated at your tables?

How would you interpret this simplified 
representation of the high striker?

“Part of the computational 

thinking involved in 

modelling is the ability to 

deconstruct problems”

Specification p. 12Student Led Enquiry
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What exchange of energies come to mind 
with the puck striking the bell?

At your table, with the apparatus 
available to you, investigate and 
construct a replica of the lever 
action.

Constructing Knowledge
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http://drive.google.com/file/d/1bG0OgF7Fa2Ix7WULlTe_uu3VDRDO9rDr/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1bG0OgF7Fa2Ix7WULlTe_uu3VDRDO9rDr/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1Bx5HtKocHzigpOxt8l66siaM4HdN3Zfb/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1Bx5HtKocHzigpOxt8l66siaM4HdN3Zfb/view


How does movement of an object relate 
with prior understanding of Newton’s Law 
and that of ‘work’?

“..students understand 

Newton’s Laws as 

mathematical models..”

Specification p. 18

Guided Discovery
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What causes the bean bag to move (fall)?

What energy (energies) come into play as 
the bean bag falls?

Guided Discovery
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What factor determines the speed of the 
bean bag on the point of impact?



Consider the energy of the falling bean bag.

The energy a body has due 
to its height is known as 
Gravitational Potential 
Energy

Let the mass of the bean bag = m kg
The work required for the bean bag to fall 
h metres, would be Force x displacement

Work = Force x displacement
⇒ Work = Weight  x h
⇒ Work = m x g  x h

“Describe gravitational 

potential energy and how 

it relates to work  ”

Specification p. 20

Guided Discovery
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In groups consider the gravitational 
potential energy of the bean bag at 
various heights. 
Complete a graph representing your 
findings.

Consider the gravitational potential energy 
at various heights above the target?

Guided Discovery
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Consider the gravitational potential energy at various 
heights above the target?
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Terminology
• u initial velocity =  0    

ms-1

• v final velocity   =  v    
ms-1

• a acceleration    =  g    
ms-2

• s displacement/distance =  h    m

Formulae
• v = u + at
• v2 = u2 + 2as
• s = ut + ½ at2

After falling from a height h, the speed on 
impact is 
Consider why after falling from a height h, 
the gravitational potential energy on 
impact might be 0.

Consider the velocity of the falling bean bag

“Describe kinetic energy 

and how it relates to 

work done ”

Specification p. 20

Guided Discovery
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Making h the subject of 
the velocity formula

We get

Substituting this value into 
the Gravitational Potential 
Energy formula 

Interpret why the kinetic energy of a body on falling from a height h
metres is the same as the Gravitational Potential Energy of the body 
at a height h metres above the ground.22



Interpreting the Law of Conservation of 
Energy

Activity
Estimate the Kinetic energy at 
any new height - using the 
accompanying graph.

How can we determine the Kinetic Energy of the 
bean bag at various heights given the 
gravitational potential energy at those points?

“The principle of 

conservation of energy ”

Specification p. 20
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Determine the Kinetic Energy of the bean bag at various heights 
given the gravitational potential energy at those points?
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At 0.1 m , Kinetic Energy =   
1

2
𝑚 𝑣2and  𝑣 = 2𝑔ℎ

where the object has fallen 0.9 m

=> 𝑣 = 2 10 .9 = 18

So Kinetic energy =  
1

2
𝑚 𝑣2 =

1

2
1 18

2
= 9 𝐽𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠



What can we conclude of total energy in the system?
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How might students evaluate the solution?
How accurate/reliable is your solution based on assumptions?
Would changing your assumptions affect your solution?
What might a further iteration look like?

“..evaluate and 

articulate whether an 

answer is 

reasonable..  ”

Specification p. 20Extending the learning - next steps
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Coffee Break
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Dynamic Programming and 
Bellman’s Principle of 

Optimality



By the end of this session you will have:
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An understanding of the differences between 
Dijkstra’s algorithm and Bellman’s Principle of 
Optimality and the appropriateness of each. 

Experienced how dynamic programming can be 
developed and formalised through authentic 
modelling problems.

Explored the use of a Concepts through Modelling 
approach to developing understanding of new 
concepts.



Planning the TY Trip

Sharon is planning the Transition Year school tour to Austria 

and wants to investigate the best package based on cost and 

activities for each student.

She normally plans and books the trip herself but is wondering 

if she would get better value if she used a travel agent as they 

might have better rates and discounts through their suppliers. 

She will present the package to students and parents as the 

most viable option.

Concepts through Modelling

2
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Formulating the Problem

Formulating 

Problems

Evaluating 

Solutions

Translate to 

Mathematics

Computing 

Solutions

Mathematical 

Modelling

Sharon plans to get the best value trip possible and wants 
to know what will be the best price that a travel agent can 
provide.

Kelleher Travel claim that the suppliers that they use offer 
better rates and discounts than any other travel agent.

Each supplier then has further suppliers/vendors that they 
use for different aspects/activities of the trip.

“Engaging with real problems is 

motivating for students; it allows 

them to see the relevance of 

mathematics to situations that are 

important in their lives. ”

Specification p. 13
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Problem Statement: What will be the minimum cost of 
the final ticket per student based on the different options 
and potential suppliers’ rates/discounts?



Investigating the Options

Sharon’s travel agent investigates the different prices based on the 
different rates/discounts their suppliers are offering and wants to 
determine the minimum cost and which suppliers should be used.

They contact each supplier and research the rates/discounts that 
they provide and the resulting rates/discounts with their contacts. 
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What assumptions might be made when formulating this 
problem?



Formulating 

Problems

Evaluating 

Solutions

Translate to 

Mathematics

Computing 

Solutions

Mathematical 

Modelling

The first point in the process of pricing the trip is the 
Travel agent (S) contacting their immediate suppliers (A, B, 
C and D).

Following this, those suppliers negotiate with their local 
suppliers/vendors (E, F, G and H) for different aspects of 
the trip (accommodation, activities, etc.).

Lastly, the final discounts/rates are applied in the final part 
of purchasing the ticket (T) if a commitment is made to go 
with that supplier and for bulk ticket purchasing.

Research Discounts and 
rates between 
suppliers in the 
booklet.
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Sample Supplier Costs and Discounts

Supplier A provides an initial cost for an entire package 
that includes accommodation, meals, activities etc.

There is an additional cost for an activity with supplier E 
but there is discount if supplier A uses supplier G as they 
are a partner business.

Depending the further suppliers/vendors used then a final 
discount can be applied for securing the ticket and bulk 
buying tickets for all students up front.

Supplier A Cost/discount

Initial Cost to S €2,300

A-E €500

A-G - €200

Final costs to secure ticket (T)

E - €700

F - €600

G - €650

H - €625
36



Translate to Mathematics 

S

A

T

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

Supplier A Cost/discount

Initial Cost 

to S

€2,300

A-E €500

A-G - €200

Supplier B Cost/discount

Initial Cost 

to S

€2,800

B-E - €200

B-F - €400

Supplier C Cost/discount

Initial Cost 

to S

€2,500

C-F €600

C-G - €300

C-H - €500

Supplier D Cost/discount

Initial Cost 

to S

€2,500

D-G - €500

D-H - €400

Final costs to secure 

ticket (T)

E - €700

F - €600

G - €650

H - €625

Formulating 

Problems

Evaluating 

Solutions

Translate to 

Mathematics

Computing 

Solutions

Mathematical 

Modelling

Task: Create the network graph based on the travel 
agent’s research on the slide to show each of the 
potential price options.
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S

A

T

B

C

D

E

F

G

H
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Feedback from Groups
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Which Mathematical Approach to use?

Formulating 

Problems

Evaluating 

Solutions

Translate to 

Mathematics

Computing 

Solutions

Mathematical 

Modelling

Translating the Problem to Mathematics:

What mathematical approach will you use to solve the problem
and why?
Where will your assumptions and variables be used in your model?
Can you describe the relationship between your variables and your
mathematical approach?

S

A

D H

T

B

C

E

F

G
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Activating Prior Knowledge 

4 

7 

3 

3 

4 

4 

9 

S 

M

N 

T 

V 

R 

2 

8 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=riTRYhKdTP8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=riTRYhKdTP8


Activating Prior Knowledge 

4 

7 

3 

3 

2 

4 

4 

8 

9 

S 

M

N

T 

V 

R 
0

7

3

4

8

12, 

11

11

After a Node is made 
permanent, we check all 
edges from it to all other 
non-permanent nodes – we 
update their working values 
if appropriate.

Next we compare all 
working values of remaining 
non-permanent visited 
nodes to determine the 
next permanent node.

15,

4 

7 

3 

3 

4 

4 

9 

S 

M

N 

T 

V 

R 

2 

8 
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Minimum Path: Dijkstra’s Algorithm 

4 

7 

3 

3 

- 5 

4 

4 

- 2 

9 

S 

M

N 

T 

V 

R 

After a Node is made 
permanent, we check all 
edges from it to all 
other non-permanent 
nodes – we update their 
working values if 
appropriate.

Next we compare 
all working values 
of remaining non-
permanent nodes 
to determine the 
next permanent 
node.

Before you start, think about what is different 
about this network compared to the previous 
network. What effect might this have?

“evaluate different 

techniques for solving 

shortest-route 

problems.”

Specification p. 13
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Minimum Path: Dijkstra’s Algorithm 

If V has already been made permanent with a value 
of 3 then Dijkstra’s algorithm fails after R has been 
made permanent as 4 - 5 = -1 which is less than 3.

4 

7 

3 

3 

- 5 

4 

4 

- 2 

9 

S 

M

N 

T 

V 

R 
0

7

3

4

8

12

What effect does negative edge 
weights have when applying 
Dijkstra’s algorithm?

After a Node is made 
permanent, we check all 
edges from it to all other 
non-permanent nodes – we 
update their working values 
if appropriate.

Next we compare all 
working values of remaining 
non-permanent nodes to 
determine the next 
permanent node.

, 2
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Developing a Mathematical Approach

Formulating 

Problems

Evaluating 

Solutions

Translate to 

Mathematics

Computing 

Solutions

Mathematical 

Modelling

S

A

T

B

C

D

E

F

G

H
45

“apply Bellman’s Principle of Optimality to find the 
shortest paths in a weighted directed acyclic network, 
and to be able to formulate the process algebraically.”
Specification p. 17



S

A

T

B

C

D

E

F

G

H
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Developing a Mathematical Approach

Formulating 

Problems

Evaluating 

Solutions

Translate to 

Mathematics

Computing 

Solutions

Mathematical 

Modelling

S

A

T

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

“apply Bellman’s Principle of 

Optimality to find the shortest 

paths in a weighted directed 

acyclic network, and to be able to 

formulate the process 

algebraically.”

Specification p. 17
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Introducing the Formal Concept

Bellman’s Principle of Optimality is a technique for solving multi-stage 
decision-making problems. 
It involves a sequence of decisions, the object of which is to optimise 
time, profit or resources by taking the correct decision at each stage.

Principle: Any part of the shortest/longest path between the source and 
sink nodes is itself a shortest/longest path.
Or: ‘any part of the optimal path is itself optimal’
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Exploring the Terminology

A state is the vertex being considered at each point. 

A stage is a move along the path from the initial state to 

the final state. This tells you how ‘far’ you are from the 

destination vertex.

An action is a directed arc from one state to the next. In 

selecting an arc you consider what happens if you do 

that action.

At each stage you choose the optimal route. The current 

optimal paths are developed using the paths found in 

the stage before. Stage 1Stage 3 Stage 2

State

Action

S

A

T

B

C

D

E

F

G

H
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Extending the Learning and Next Steps?

How might students evaluate the solution?

What might a further iteration look like?

Formulating 

Problems

Evaluating 

Solutions

Translate to 

Mathematics

Computing 

Solutions

Mathematical 

Modelling

Evaluating the Solution:

How accurate and reliable is your solution based on your earlier assumptions?

What effect would changing your variables/assumptions have on your solution?

How does your solution compare with previous solutions/iterations?

Can you refine/alter your assumptions to improve your solution and will this change your

solution much?
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What’s next? Timeline 2021 - 2022

Assess feedback 
from Seminar 3, 4 

& 5

Webinar

May ‘22

PLC

Mar ‘22

National Seminar 5

Apr ‘22
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Single Visit
Sustained 
Support

pdst.ie
Scoilnet.ie

PDST 
Supports

School Visits
Professional 

Learning 
Communities

WebinarsSeminars PDST Websites

Supports Provided by PDST

http://www.pdst.ie/
http://www.scoilnet.ie/


Evaluation
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https://forms.gle/yzJgLVeMHEbYxBBf8
https://forms.gle/yzJgLVeMHEbYxBBf8


Questions?

● Any further questions please contact: appliedmaths@pdst.ie

● Follow us on Twitter: @PDSTAppliedMath
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